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ABSTRACT

We recently developed a “u-w-p formulation”-based dynamic/static soil-water coupled finite
deformation analysis [1] instead of conventional u-p formulation (Eg.[2]). The u-p formulation
is a way to introduce an assumption of “static pore water permeation”. The assumption sacri-
fices the applicability to highly-permeable soils, instead of decreasing the number of unknown
variables from governing equations. In contrast, the “u-w-p formulation” carefully discretizes
original governing equations without the assumption, which allows us to overcome the limitation
of u-p formulation.

This study simulates an undrained plane-strain compression test of a highly-permeable soil
specimen (k=10 cm/s) in order to ensure the efficacy of u-w-p formulation. As a result, while
the u-p analysis suddenly fails with inconsistency in mass convervation, u-w-p formulation
successfully solves the problem without any difficulties.

Also, we obtained characteristic aspects of hydraulic porous flow among deforming highly-
permeable specimen induced by the rapid loading(ε̇a=2×102 %/s). As shown in Fig. 1, (a)(b)
reflectional and (c)(d) rotational flows occured at first, then (e) the flow converged due to the
Darcy resistance. Furthermore, the fluid inertia affected the apparent constitutive behaviour.
The fluid acceleration pushing/pulling a pedestal increased/decreased the reaction force.

Fig.1 Distribution of relative flow rate w – dynamic flow among deforming highly-permeable soil
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